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Introduction Faith in the belief that education helps drive economic .

growth has dwi,ndled considerably over the past decade: Research within

industrializpd nations seriously challenges the assumption that higher levels

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

C \I
of school investment and quality will boost the individual's academic,

o
LL.1'

achievement or eventual economic Su

I
cess in the labor market '(Coleman et. 1.,

1966; Jencks et al.., 1979). "Prior' estimates of the contribution of

educational attainment to national economic growth (Dension, 1967; Schultz,

1971) now also appear to have been overly optimistic (8arnhouse-Walters &

Rubinson, 1983).

Yet findingsfindings from research within industrial nations on achievement

and,economic effects of school investments should not be generalized to

developing countries, nor even applied to all historical periods within any

state. Recent work, for instance, reveals that incremental improvements in

school quality have yielded sizable student achievement gains in several Third

World nations (for review, see Psacharopoulos, 1983).: The relative influence

of school attainment am quality vis-a-vis family background also appears to

be much stronger in developing countries than within industrial nations

(Heyneman & tolley, 1983). School investments may also be more potent within

the Third World in boosting the individual's labor market success compared to

more indus6rialized nations. In Chile, for ezample,'school quality- -

including teztbbok availability and class sire= -were strong determinants of

occupational success (Schiefelbein & Farrell, 1984).

Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Association,

history and Historiography Division (68th, New Orleans, LA, April 23-27, 1984).



This paper ask; whether school investment contributes to economic

output at the national, level. The economic effects of schooling quantity and

quality are usually examined by following individuals from school.into the

labOr market. But thtructure of the economy is assumed to be

constant--that through which the individual moves (Bowman, 1976). Work has

just begun directly measuring thejinfluence of school investment on

'tAisaelzImeA pioductivity and growth, moving beyond growth-accounting

,

methodd or inferring social returns of education from aggregated

individual-level experience (for review, Rubinson & Ralph, 1984). Our project

is an initial attempt to directly assess the taiga of sbool investment and

quality on national-level output in it Third World country.

We report on education's contribUtion to early agricultural and

' industrial growth among the Mexican states betweei 1880 and 1945. Mexico

offers an intriguing case. Prior to the revolution (1910-17), Mexico strongly

encouraged urban-centered industrial development, spurrei- y infusions of

foreign capital. After the revolution, Mexico shifted toward a rural-focused

strategy of agricultural development, discouraging.investment in mining and

manufacturing (Reynolds, 1970a). Investment patterns in schools also changed

dramatically between these two periods, corresponding to .the sharp switch in

social priorities. Schooling moved from a locally controlled, largely urban

institution td a federally dominated movement, designed to help organize rural

communities around shared economic and social goals. Selina history thus

provides en opportunity to examine the impact of school ieveetments on growth

under two distinctive economic structures and via contrasting edutation

policies.

School_Investmept end National Growti This study builds on, yet

departs somewhat from, the way economic effects of school investment have been

studied within the human capital framework. Current,debate over school

..7.4



'investments and whether.they boost academic achievement or economic benefits,

is exposing limiA tationi both in how ghe issue has been conceptuafized and in
n.

research methods which are often 4loyed. Our look at the contribution of

school investment and quality to economic growth in Mexico responds to the

following points of criticism directed lit past literature.
4

Much of the research on economic returns to educational investment

has utilized individual-level data; typically examining how youth with

variable levels (and quality) of schooling achievi within, the labor market

(e.g., Hansen, 1970; psacharopoulps, 1973; Sewell*& Hauser, 1975; BOwman et.-

al., 1981). The human capital alsumption.in this work is that schoOling

Imparts skills and attitudes which lead to greater productivity, measured in
A

termm of wage gelds and aggregated social returns.

theory suggests that wage 'effects of schooling may

However, class-conflict

result from higher

credentials held by some youth, not necessarily from higher technical

proficiencies gained in the process of education. Schooling level could

consistently covary with individuals' relative positions in the labor and wage

structure; yet aggregate productivity and national growth is not necessarily

affected (Berg, 19709; Thurow, 1974; Collins, 1979). The traditional bumin

capital framework also assumes constant labor demand patterns -- the economic

*tructure presumably discriminates between individuals (bolding variable

skill's and educational attainment) in *alight: wayi over time (Bowman, 1976.

However, at times the labor market favors low or high status subgroups.
4

Higher rates of return frIm education for blacks in the B.S. during the 1970-

4
provides one example (Hanusbek, 1979; Rizzuto & Wachtel, 1980).

Ve viiw the school.iavestsent4cocess as onevhici "large y occucs it

an institutional,.not onl) at an individual or family level. Particularly

within early stages of national economic development, investment in school

quantity and quality is part of institution-building pr4Cesses designed to

4.



boost education levels,.technological innovation, regional trade, and a
1

'national consciousness (xeyer, 1977). Investment in schools by government 4.

local, Itate, and national levels expresses a desire to integrate individuals

and communities Into a more tightly organized economy and social structure.

Schooling establishes universal understandings, a common language, a

wider-based political order (8endix, 1944; Althugser, 1971). Individual-level

research may actually underestimate the economic effects of school investment

by misting institutional andiegional events --the accumulation of knowledge,

for instance. In addition, regional or national educational investment

c-

deCisions'may differentially shape growth in various economic sectors. One

question in thi.:Istudy is whether post-revolid.onary Mexico was able to boost

agricultural production through schooling investments. This is one example of

how school investments may be an exosediiue force, complementing capital

Investment strategies, which focus on growth in a particular economic sector

(at the community level, see Jamison, & Lau, 1982). The central po'nt is that.

school investment at national or regional levels may,better capture economic

boner its or costs than individual level analyses.

The growth accounting method of estimating education's' contribution
I

has also been used to examine national -level economic effects of education

(Denison, 1967, 1974). However, simply assuming that the residual of economic

growth not explained by capital, land, and labor inputs was shaped by

education and technological innovation may have over-estimated the tmpact of

schooling is estments at the national level. Barnhouse-Walters & Rubinson

(1983), directly measuring and modeling the impact of education attainment,
2

found a significant effect of primary' schooling on national output. The

influence was considerably lead than growth accounting methods bad estimated,'

and the effect appeared only for the Onited*States. early industrial period

v
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.(Note 1). We draw on the production-functiOn method to model longitudinal

effects of school investment, assessing the econotic impact of alternative

meAsures of investment in school quantity and quality after' controlling on the

effects of capital, labor,,andicultivated land (Hanushek, 1979).

N
.

.

1
Quantity and Quality Dimensions of School Westmont Early research

defined school investment (for individuils'and nations) as the quantity of

4'schooling atta ned, for an individual of a nation's labor force. But school

investments can have several qualitative components as well. School quality,

has been measured in terms of per student expenditures, character of school

facilities, strength of academic programs, clams size, social composition of

students'enrollid, and teachers' salary levels or qualifications (for'review,

see Solmon, this voluMe; Welch, 19t6). These quality ingredients of schooling

have been found to influence both individual-level academic achievement and

i --Success in the,labor market. Expenditures per pupil, the ratio of students to

teachers within the school, and teacher salaries appear to significantly

Influence school and economic experience after controlling.on family

background within the U.S. (Wachtel, 1975; Aiken & Garfinkel,1977; lizzuto &

Wachtel, 1980). Initial evidence suggests tiat school quality (in terms of

expenditures per pupil)-also shapes rates of growth in pupil persistence

Ltlirough school and state-level income, controlling on earlier school expansion

efforti (Solmon, 1975; Fuller, 1983): While a trade-off appears to exist

between the quantity of .investment and school quality, little is known about

which qualitative factors and what mix yield the greatest academivachievement

and economic effects.

The distinction between school expansion and school quality is

particularly important in assessing educational investment effeeip in the .

,Third World. For instance, in the 36 poorest nations (per capita GNP US$265

or less) average enrollment rose from 48 percent to 70 percent of school-age

6

9
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children between 1460 and 1977 (Heyneman, Jamison, & Montenegro, 1984). Yet

within this remarkable spurt of institutional growth and access to education

lie vast variations in school quality. In teacher salaries, for example;

Halawi.spends at a level equal to just one-sixth of the resources allocated by

Bolivia (Heyneman), 1982). Contrasts are even sharper between industrial and

. less developed nations. In 197S, OECD member nations spent 33 times more

resources per student than the world's poorest countries (World Bank, 1980).

In 1977, Id ttudents are enrolled for every one textbook in the Philippines

(Heyneman, Jamison & Montenegro, 1980)'.

Variation in School quality also touches levels of academic

achievement. Looking across 29 low- income nations, Heyneman & Loxley (1983)

found that school quality shapes sizable portions of variance in students'

achievement.- In the poorest nations, such as India and Columbia, school

quality played a stronger role than family background. Incremental

improvdient in the.availability of textbooks, ,instructional materials, and

even radio instruction have revealed similar gains in achievement among

students in Nicaragua (Jamison et al., 1981), Malawi (Heyneman, 1980), and

Malaysia (Heron, 1977). Effects are at times quite significant. A -

O

control -group evaluation of increasing textbook availability in the

Philippines, for instance, found an increase in one-third of a standard

deviation in first and second grade Math achievement across 8 million

students. This moans that the level achieved by one-half of all students in

year one was attained by Ca percent of all pupils the next year alter

Introducing additional, textbooks (Heyneman, Jamison and Montenegro, 1984).

'However, little evidence exists which links school quality to

economic gains within the Third World" The prdviously cited study in Chile is

an important exception - where textbook availability, teachi9g quality, and

c%ass size contributed to labor market success more efficaciously than length
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of schooling (quantity) or family background (Schiefelbein & Farrell, '1984).

Jamison & Lait (1982) also found'that persistence through for years of

elementary schooling raised individuals! farm productivity by nine percent.

This study Is impOtant in that the dependent economic effect was measured in

terms. of concrete output (rather than employing wage rates a, a proxy for

presumed productivity gains),, and grouch effects pertain to one particular

economic sector. Our work on Mexico extends this line of work, relating

school investment levels and qualitative aspects of states' investments to

economic output over time.

Historical Stec ificitY of School Investmeut'Eftects Special effects

,from school investments may occur only within certain periods of development

or particular economic structures. Human capital research at thit individual

o
1

level nos not examined variation in the structure of occupations nor the

dynamics of labor demand patterns asp changroccurs over historical periods.

1

Analyzing worldwide data on educational attainment across nations, Benavot

(1982) tound that levels oC investment in primary schooling.booilted economic

development for'poorer countries but not within more industralized nations

over'the 1950-1970 period. Similarly, Barnhouse-Walters & Rubtnson (1983)

found that primary schooling significantly helped predict early industrial

growth In the U.S. (1890- 1929), while secondary,, schooling nudged development

after 1933. Technological innovation and assumed shifts in job skills may

also have boosted primary school growth in the former period, then reinforced
o

secondary school expansion in the late industrial period (Rubinson & Ralph,

1984). This work does not emphasize bow differing dimensions of investment

quantity and quality may variably influence economic growth under specific

historical conditions; yet focusing on the efficacy of different levels of

V,

instruction and types of curriculum (for example, primary versus secondary, or

it



academIc versus vocational) offers a strong beginning point for future

research.

.Which Direction Causality° Past approaches to studying the'effects

of human capital investment have been critized for modeling the process In the

wrong direction. lather than arguing that school. Investments boost economic

trorttr, the class-conflict perspective proposes that the economic and state.
O

4

structure determines the growth and character of'school institutions (Bowles &

Gintis, 1976; Collins, 1979; Kogan, 1982). Little doubt exists that labor

market demand in part shapes school enrollment rates and School investments t7

states. Supportive empirical evidence 'exists both for industrializing

settings (Katz et al., 1982;Fuller, 1983) and within developing countries,

such as Mexico (Goldblatt, 1972).

The present paper, however, focuses on a model which views school

1
investments and quality as antecedents to economic growth. The rise of school /

institutions preceded commercial expansion and industrialization in many

settings, including 19th century France (Baker and Harrigan, 1980), the U.S. /I

(Fishlow, 1966; Meyer et al.,, 1979), and Mexico (Diaz Covarrubias, 1875;

Wilson, 1941)1. ,To some extent social values and commitment to school

institution building -- often rooted in religious convictions and faith in

literacy training -- operate somewhat independently of economic factors

(Lipset, 1972; Tyack & Hansot, 1982);" In addition, schooling investments in I

time 1 historically precede growth in certain emergent industrial or

commercial sectors in time 2. This reality necessitates looking at the !-)

economic structure as a dependent variable. We do not assume that school

01 investment patterns areknot affected by precious social class structures, even

those operating within early agrarian and local commercial elements of the

economy (SOL.ow & Stevens, 1981). School investments may also allocate
°C3\

economic\iains'within unequal patterns,(Cirnoy, 1972; Levin, 1984) -- as well
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se

will see in pre-revolutioniry Mexico. Yet our focus here is. on'the extent to

which school.investments and quality may spur growth in new or 'young economic

sectors of a ddveleping nation.

In summary, we look at how measures of school quality among Mexico's

32 states have affected economic output over the 1880-1945 period of economic

development. This approach allows us to assess the role of educational
'71

Investment and quality on direct measuresof economic output. Before

detailing our method and findings, Nexico''s school investment policies and

patterns of economic growth are outli9ed. This sets the theoretical issues

within Mexico's own historical context. tit

Historical Sketch: Aims and 'Duality of '

4Mexico's

Schools Two

elements of Reztto's educational history are especially pertinent.to the

discussion of school quality. First, is the issue of who controls the

financingand *dministratiOn of the,schools. Second, is the question of how

the content ot schooling matches eonomic and social priorities held by the

nation.

Education in colonial Mexico was largely controlled by the chUreh.

Secular elements of the government successfully advocated public supplbrt of

schools Only after Mexico achieved independence from Spainuin 1821. Liberal

reforms of 00 independence era and during Li A forma in the 1850's would

:eventually constrain the church's ability to evch n operate primary schooli.

Yet an inreasingly secular federal government wild no replicate the church's

level of centraiized administratioh,until after the 191\0 -191/ revolution.

Throughout the latter ball of the 19th Cedtury, kimaryleducation occurred

within.private schools or small institutions suppOrted by municipal

governments (terror), 1948; Wilson, 1941). In 18 5, 87 percent of Mexico's

8,103 primary schools were operated by municipal siuthorities, 603 were

1.0
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supported state governments, and the remainder by churches or private
6. .

associations (Ramilton,,1884; Diaz Covarrubias, 187 ).

S

The federal governmen did play a role in urging establishment of

public free schools, both during the reformist administriti4 of benitldJuarez-

and in the early years of the'Porftrio Diaz regime. Thu organic laws of

public' instruction (1867) required munfckpaliiies to- establish a 'primary

shcool for every SOQ inhabitants and urged hacienda owners `to cr(..te schools.

foi the Ehildren'of farmworkers and miners 'Universidad, 1967; Vaughan,

'1982). In 1875, the Diaz administrationaandated school attendince for all

school-age childr4, lrOnically, this mandate was exercised when.not more

k.

. .

than one-fifth of all children entered primary school and only 15 percent of

all Reales= were literate. Not until' 1888 did the federal government begin

to subsidize schools run by the states and municipalities.

Local control of education greatly influenced school investment and

6

quality.* In the 1870's, annual expenditures per student enrolled in public.
*

4 1

schools equalled only 5.4 pesost equitalent to two Weeki wages of alarm

,1*

laborer. But'in private lahools, 24 pesos per child were expanded (Diaz

Covarrubias, 1875).. Urban families and children benefitted most from private

schools. Within the Federal District (Nexicotity), 40 percent or ail primary

schools %Jere private. Nunicipallties.which prospered from coastal trade or
I. ,

mining were better able to raise public revenues for schools. Urban

philanthropists and private societies also helped support schools ("Janda,

1873); Note 3). In addition, economic firms particullpy in mining

created their own schools to ease labor shortages (Nailleiert, 1865; Wilson,

1941).

Initially, municipal and private primary schools simply borrowed

curriculum and materials from the Catholic institutions, emphasizing classical

training in morality, religious doctrine, and the humanities. Tot from the



1
lad-1800's thi secular state would recurrently encourage mote Western

educational phildsophy. Reformers argued that schooling should not just teach

conformity through strict instruction and recitation. Ustead, education

should nurture the'.individual development-necessary for political independence

14

and economic. success within a post-coloniaL,free market economic structure

(Sierra, 1969; Knowlton, 1976). Curriculum and policy emanating from the

:ice
,/ 4 -..

federal government -- along with the subsidies --.increAsingly argued that

schooA4 should impart Sob skills and social norms wilted were closely linked to

modern sector jobs and urban lives. Instruction in-"urbanity," the French

. language and moral behaVior were integrated-with older curriculum in

mathematics, science, and history (Album, 1909; Sierra,1910; Benjaiin and

Ocazio-RelAndez,J984;* Note 4). This coupling of public primary schools. and

the modern urban economy occurred even though two- thirds of all workers (in'

the formal labor market, 1900) were engaged in agriculture, not urban .commeree

or manufacturing.

The growth in school investments prior to the revolution was

remarkable. The number'Of primary. schools in Bezicci rose from 5,240,in 1843

to 10,592 in1902 (Table 1, Ortiz, 1939). Yet by 1907 less than one-third of

all children were enrolled in primary school, and a third of those enrolled

attended school infrequently. In poor states, such as Chiapai and.0azica,

less than 20-percent of all children ever enrolled ika primary school

(Vaughan, 1982). Twenty-five years after compulsory attendance laws merit

passed, sates and municipalities were still inducing higher attendance by

giving students free clothes and meals and by threatening parents with fines

or even jail for failingto send their children to school (Calcott, 1965).

Beyond low levels ofieducationsl investment per - capita and low

mollment'rates, concrete signs of variable school quality. were apparent.

Teachers, supported by municipal governments, earned about 25 pesos a month in

4

.
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the 1870's, roughly the same wage of a carpenter and less 'than that of many

mill., workers (Wells, 1887; Vaughan, 1982). Xgral school teachers earned is

little as one-fourth the wages paid in commercial centers. During this
Owe

period, only five normal schools existed to provide formal teacher training.

Quality standards when set by state or local governments were symbolic at

beat. In Chihuahua, 1909, all schOols were to have labs, a sink, bathroom.

and a playground; only two schools met these benchmarks (Sierra, 1910).

Teachers were at times evaluated on the basis.of their studentie perfirmance

On exams an 80 percent passage rate deemed as satisfactory by school

4

Inspectors. Yet as lati as 1927 over 40 percent of all first grade'students

did not pass the national exam (see Note 2 for primary data sources).

The quality of rural 'schools wheie they managed to operate -- was

very low. In 1910, the state of Zacatecas closed'many of Its 251 rural

schools due to inadequate buildings and an inability to find teachers

(Vaughan, 1982). Double standards of quality were also applied to rural

schools. In the early 1900's the federal government approved a national

school calendar, but allowed rural areas to ignore it during planting and

harvest seasons. While urban schools were inspected f4i the quality of
A

Lnstruction in math, science, and modern languages, rural schools were

expected to focus on manual skills', "intuitive knowledge," and learning

Spanish (Sierra, 1910; Boletin, 1909).

Post-1917 School Investment, Successive federal administratiois

Implemented a major redirection of school investments following the 1910-1917

revolution. Implications for school quality can be examined through the some

two elements summarized for the pte-1917 eras; Who controls school investment

policy? Bow were the quality and character of schools shaped to help push

economic development?

13
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First, the federal gover4sent assumed strong central direction of

school investments. Between 1910. and 1923 sandal federal support of schools

grew from 9 million to 29 million (constant, -l923) pesos (Lacandont.:1923).

The number of federally-built primaries increased five-fold during this time

By 1925, the federal government provided just over one-half of all public

funding for schools. The once dominant share of municipal governments had

fallen toiless than 10 percent of all apportionments (Stanley, 1948; Note 5).

Spurred by this rising federal investment, 46 percent of all school-age

children were at least registered/ in school by 1927.

Second, this burgeoning level of federal investment in schools was

focused on rural development -- aiming both to boost agricultural productivity.

14
and to improve quality of life in thi countryside. Revolutionary ideals of

this era were embodied by the vision of raising literacy, integrating Indians

into the modern state, and equitably. redistributing land and wealth to rural

peasants (Sanchez) 1936; Ruiz, 1963). Over 80 percent of primary schools

built by the federal government between 1907-1928 were located in rural

areas. Between direct federal support and' strengthened mandates on ranchers

and factory owners to open classrooms for their workers, the number of rural

schools rose from just. over 1,000 in 1921, to 13,700 in 1947 (Secretariat

1926; Wilkie, 1970).

Third, the content of primary schooling also shifted to emphasize .

rural development. The revolution had to some extent repudiated free market,

.
Individualistic economic values and instead urged cooperative agrarian and

industrial action to boost domesqc productivity (Tannenbaum, 1964). Rural

school "missions" became the tool for organizing villages in the countryside

-- addressing problems of illiteracy, primitive farming techniques,' and poor

health CGC3 in a comprehensive fashion. The rural teacher was part

instructor, part community leader (Sanchez, 1936). Reny rural schools

14



operatedellective farms (attached to dittos), ran small industries such as

furniture-making, raised chickens, and operated Cooperative banks for their

_ .

village (Cal1cott, 1931). The rural school movement was in part a

mani;estation,of the government's desire to encourage a national consciousness

. which emphasized .a national Mexican identity, independent of foreign business

yet also assimilating various regions and Indian groups into a cohesive social

framework (Vasconcelos, 1923; Ramos, 1941). The secular state communicated

themes of cooperation, solidarity, and national self-reliance through the

rural schools (Mush, 1931; Mote 6).

Despite these gains in building school institutions, quality was

mixed. In 1927, for instance, 43 students were enrolled for every oue

teacher. Ninety percent of ell rural schools consisted of one large room,

containing only tables and chairs with very few instructional materials. In

this same year, enrollment in the third grade was just 10 percent the level of

first grade enrollment (Stanley, 1948). As late as 1950, 60 percent of all

children enrolled attended the first grade (Byers, 1965). In 1920, the state

of Sonora -- evenZhough the education appropriation was 15 times higher than

the level prior to the revolution was speidin only six pesos per capita on

public education (about two -days' wassfof a eailroad worker, Bell, 1922).

Trained teachers were in very short supply, particularly given the rapid rate

of school expansion. Wage rates did not indicate, however, a shortage of

people willing to join the movement. Rural teachers entered the federal

school system earning two pesos a day, comparable to workers in manufacturing

(Wasserman, 1984). tit

The federal government addressed issues of.quality by combining

centralization of standards with encouragement of local commitment. Villages

4

were asked to ddhate land and labor to build and support the rural schools.

Centrally, the national administration standardized curriculum, enforced

15
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national examinations, and eXpanded (both pre- and in-service) teacher

training (Sanchez, 1930. While improvements in quality took a long time to

school in-vestment had tangible effects. ForImplement, Mexico's expansion of

example, the nation's yiteracy

percent in 1940 (Wilkie, 197 ).

capita expinditures on prima

ate increased from 23 percent in 1910, to 42

Further, the correlation between federal per

cbools (1927) an4_020_literacy rate (1920)

among the states was inversely related (r -.79, p .001). This represents .a

determined effort by the/federal government to Locus school livestiants on

Uwe, areas where literacy was low. By 1940 the correlation between this 1927

school investment measure and the literacy rate is strongly positive (r.43,

p .02), indicating that illiteracy was turned around in at least several

states where federal investments were concentrated.

MO; brief historical outline of Mexico's educational investments and

the resulting variable quality of schools (our"antocedent factors of interest)

should be matched against a brief sketch of economic development patterns (the

dependent variables) over the 1880-194S period. these two historical maps

will help to illuminate our empirical models and aid in the interpretation of

our findings.
k

Histories) Sketch: Economic Development Patterns, Mexico maintained

a colonial economic struct *re into the 7rly 1900's, based onithe export of

minerals, tobacco and tropiial fruits, and livestock. As eariy as 1810,

rising domestic demand had also spurred modest production In/manufacturing,

particularly within a modest-textile Industry. Iiitat year New Spain's .

output was ,tributad across mining (1S percent of total Slue),

manufacturing (29 percent) and agriculture (S6 percent; layer & Sherman,

1979). In 1884, (US)$37 million in gold and silver were exported, comprising

7S percent of all-exports (Hamilton, 1884).

1
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This ecuitomic structure was reinforced between 1877-1910 under

Porfirio Diaz' administration. Diaz encouraged foreign investment and

encouraged growth in domestic manufacturing. During this period foreign trade

increased four-fold. By 1916, (US)$647 million in capital was invested in the

mining industry, 95 percent from the U.S., Britain, and France. By 1899, 118

cotton factories operated, centered primarily in the Federal District, Puebla,

and Jalisco. Mexico's gross national product increased at an annual rate of

---1.1_percent during the 1876-1910 period, compared to a 1.6 annual rate of

growth over the 1920-1940 post-revolutionary era (Derossi, 1971).

Agricultural exports grew by 47 percent in the last decade ofthe
o

19th century (Note 7). net the aggregate value of Mexico's agricultural
-el

production'(1882) was low relative'to international standards, only equalling

4

4

the value of oat produc4on in the U.S. Diaz did little to urge greater rural

productivity, already constrained by a feudal agrarian order dominated by

haciendas, and ranchos. Is01910, 97 percent of rural family heads owned no

land at all Mexico's 840 bacendados controlled most cultivated land and

relied on inexpensive farmworkers rather'than investing in more prpductive

technology (Hagar, 1916; Calcort, 1931; Glade & Anderson, 1963; Cockcroft,

1968).

Mexico's shift toward rural development and nationalliation of heavy

industry were clearly felt following 1917. Tables 2a and 2b report the

structure of Mexico's gross domestic product and economic growth rates befoibe

and after the 1910-1917 period of reform. Discouragement of foreign

investment and eventual state control of rail and petroleum companies greatly

reduced available capital (Moak, 1930; Reynolds, 19700. Federal policy was,

however; efficacious in boostifii, agricultural productivity. The annual growth

rate moved from 3.6 percent in the 1900-1910 period to 4.3 percent between.

1925 -1940 (Table 2b).
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The regional geography of Mexico's economic development is also an

Important point of background. Historically,'eenters of production were

located in rural areas around mines and paciendas, while the nation's more

than SO costal ports grew

activity. At times, both

on a base of. trade,

pacienda, owners and

commerce, and government

mine operators were faced with

wage competition from the ?modernizing sectors of more urban economies.

the textile industry moved from hiring mos men to employing more

women, in the latter third of the 19th century (Wells, 1887; ?levet Orozco:

\ lir). In addition, increasing mechanization of factories, price competition

working against small-scale household industry, and expectations of land

eform'recurrently increased migration from the city back to the hinterlands

(Reynolds, 1970a). This issue of inter-sector migration is important/in

conceptualizing how school.ilvestments might differentially.influence growth

or decline within different economic spheres. Rural -based textile factories

payed higher wages than working farms (Nash,

manufacturers and commercial !iris paid more

1958). In turn, urban

when having to compete with labor

demand in government and tradeeenterprises. As educition presumably expanded

job alternatives, wage competition and costs increased within certain sectors,

just as improving the labor supply's quality may lowered wage competition in

other sectors. In sum, economic growth effects of school investment may vary

depending on the economic sector (Mae, 1980).

Iankips School Investment and Quality to Economic growth Several

variables related to school quality and economic development were coded for

Mexico's 31 states (or territories) and the Federal District (30 jurisdictions

prior to 1910). This study examines bow variation in school investment 1

patterns among these units helps to explain increments of growth or decline

within economic sectors between 1880 and 1945. To illustrate covariation

between school quality and economic development, Table 3 contrasts those

18 i
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-states'with the highest levels df school investment versus those states which

were the least committed to educational institutions.

First, IJo report on state variation regarding several indicators of

Investment Ti quality. For instance, the high fbvestilsentespates spent 51

centavos per apita on Schools in 1888; the states with low investments

expended only 6 centavos, usually. High investment states possessed a 29

percent liters y 'rate, versus only 6 percent*in low investment jurisdictions.

Table 3 also i lustrates the cemplexity of school quality measures. The

number of students. enrolled per teacher was considerably highet,in high

Invesiment.states,,countZ to expectations. Higher enrollment rkes per

capita did not necessarily mean that Institutional resources could eep pace

\"

me`

with demand.

Table 3 then reports bow the economies differed for those high and

low investment states 12, years later in 1900. We do not infer causality based

on these simple tabulations; group differences are interestingi however. Low

,investment etitos were more rural, had lower mine and cigarette production,

yet comparable agricultural and textilf-output Felative to high investment

states. Manufacturing related to tobacco was generally urban.based, while

textile factories were distributed in both urban and rural areas (Note 8).

Stale wealth linked to school investment levels also appears to have stemmed

both from rural agricultural producti n and, urban-centered industry, a

Study Oasis: The Data, Seve al federal agencies published

statistics on schools and economic acti ity in each of the two periclas we are

studying: 1880.1910 and 1920-1945. The data come from federal surveys and

budget documents related to school support, tax reports on agricultural

Iddition the

occupations, school

act; and various industries, and commerce reports. In

decennial census, begun In the 1890's, provides figures on

attainment,' and literacy (see Note, 2 for a :omplete list of the data

19



sources). Very few of the indicators necessary for conventional time-series

apalyses were published annually. Instead we have employed both modified

production-function and panel-analysis models which utilize data falling into

four panels: the 1880's (Time 1)0900-1910 (Time 2), 1923-1928 (Time 3), and

3$40 -1945 (Time 4). Our models examine the influence of school investment and A

quality in Tivoli and Time 3 on economic output measures in Time 2 and 4,

respectively.
A

Rodele The production-function model constructed for both the

pre-1910 and the post-1920periods adapts the Cobb-Douglas approach. For
O

motle, the influence of school investment and quality indicators on economic

output are examined after controlling on production inputs: capital :investment

(Cap), the labor participation rate (Lab), and amount of land (Land) under

cultivation. For example:

(Output: ' ) s/t-2

a * (Capt_2)b * (Labt_2)" (Landt_2)d* (Litt_2)e* (SI/SQt_i)f

Where s a particular economic sector and t time (t-1 is Time 1).

Production inputs are assumed to hold a simultaneous influence on output.

Literacy (Lit) is a candidate variable for entry,\and school investment (SI)

and schoekquality (SP) measures, lagged from"Time 1, are allowed to enter the

equation (using a p .10 level of statistical significance*. Given the limited

number of cases (30 over Time 1 -Time 2, and 32 cases over Time 3-Time 4), no

more than threes 'tool quality measures were allowed to enter any regression

equation. The Cobb-Douglas medel assumes interaction between all independent

variables. Logged values for variables on both sides 4( each equation are

reported, ellowing use of least-squares regression while retaining the model's

multiplicative character (Walters, 1970; Barnhouse-Welters & Rubinson, 1983).
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Note that we are observing the level of variables at two points in

time (for both,the 1880-1900 sad the195-1945 eras) and studying variation

among Mexico's states. Capital investment, land,'labor, and literacy are

assumed to have an impact output in the same year; school investment and

quality measures are lagged by 12 to 20 years, dependingoedata

availability. This builds from the traditional production-function approach.

Yet rather than using annual time-series data, observations across the Mexican

states are utilized for each panel of data.-

The second approach employs conventional panel-analysis models where

the influence of school quality in Time 1 (and Time 3) on economic output in

Time 2 (and Time 4) is examined, holding economic activity in Time 1.(and Time

3) cons ant. This approachlissumes that prior levels of economic output'will

largely determihe output 10 or 20 years later, but a portion of the
4

unexplained variance may be shaped by school investment pattes0, Rather than

controlling on capital,, land, and labor in Time'2, the level of economic

activity in Time 1 (for each economic sector) is controlled on. School

investments ace than entered to examine the influence on output in Time 2e

For instance:

ln(Output )

s/t-2
a

a + b*ln(lAsit.1) + eln(Litt_i) + eln(SI/Sh.1)

Again, literacy and school investment measures are candidates for entry based

on a minimum significance criterion. This panel-analysis approach allows the

combining of economic indicators within sector's where reliable composite

measures can be constructed, rather than differentiating between capital, I

land, and labor inputa. This may help to stabilize models*particularly when

using a moderate number of states or cases. The natural log of output,

21
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economic activity (EA), and school investment 'measures are taken to ensure

comparability with the production-function model.

Exact measures of some economic variables did not always exist for

two time periods; yet in most cases composites could be constructed which

showed strong correlation across the two periods, proiiding efficacious

control measures. This is an important point related to the validity of 4

inferring causality from these longitudinal analyses (both productionlfunption
4

and panel analyses),. For example, where production inputs and controls do not

show expected association with tie output measures, any relationship between

,/
school investment levels and output may be simply related to variation in

state wealth. But when the controls and inputs\are highly related to output,

the effects of overall wealth will be largely partialled'oat, strengthening

the liklihood that school investment effects were indeed'operating'on levels

of growth or decline in economic output. Note that the panel-analysis

approach has been used to examine longitudinal effects of school growth on

economic development and the reciprocal relationihip (Meyer & Hannan, 1979;

Benavot, 1982; Fuller, 1983).

Pita Reduction Production-function models assume that different

elements of economic activity (capital, labor, and output) are collected in a

reliable fashion. Panel-analyses also benefit from the use of identical

measures at two points wbsn controlling on the prior level of economic

activity. But such pure data are not always:available within developing

nations, especially detailed reports on truly periods of growth. Composite

measures were at times used as proxies for certain constructs. For example,

the value of mining and textile manufacturing were reported for Mexican states

in 1900; yet output for other industrial sectors, especially firms located in

urban areas, was not reported. However, the volume of cigarette manufacturing

and federal tax on this industrial segor were highly associated measures



(Crbnbach'a alpha -.70). This composite was used milk proxy for output in

tobacco manufacturing. In addition, various measures of school investment and

quality were. reported. Principal components factor analyses were performed to

determine patterns of clustering awing various indicators, providing reliable

composites. All indicatori were adjusted to repiesent per capita levels of

activity, except for ratios, such as the labor force participation rate or

ratio of students per teacher.

Time 1 (1880) and'Time 2 (1900) Measures Economic variables for Time

2 first consisted of the overall rate of participation in the formal labor

.
market, given that precise workloads were not available by economic sector. A,

rate measure was used here to matlyer capita level of activity used for the

other variables. Second, this amount of land under. cultivation was estimated

,
for each state based on agri ultural volume figures (reported by crop) from

1900 and contemporary crop yi d data (Secretaria, 1981).

A variety of capital i vestment indicators were available; three

composites were constructed base

measures' expected relationship w

Production-functions were not buil

matched with a

examination of school quality effech is useful only to the extent that other

inputs can be adequately controlled .\ Capital investment in
c
Lnink was

measured by combining figures on'the umber, horsepower, and alue of mining

machines operating within each state 4/phao.91). The best me sure of capital

investment in textile manufacturing was
\

\the nu,!per of factories operating per

capita. A measure of urban-based capita accumulation was used to examine the

contribution of capital to f u..i output. This c nstruct

includes level of capital investment in to acco factories and conkentration of
\ /

landlords (alpha -.92). The composite was 4ed as a measure of urbn capital,

,

\
. \

23\

upon inter-item relic

th related output vari

ility levels and the

when anOutput measur

bleb

could not be

significantly associated measure of capitali, given that the

I
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justifying the mix of capital from two sectors (

investment measure was available for agricultur

accounts farm work was highly labor intensive d

Even large hacAendas reportedly utilized very

work animals (Wells*, 1887: Redfield, 1930).

A direct measure of the Value of text

Time 2 (1900). Two measures of mining output

all other mines, were combined into a.composi

of the value of agricultural ,output was also

of urban capital was matched with the indica

output described above.

For thi panel ana3,yses, two aeon

availfble in Time 1 (1880) for each of thi

value of land converted to cooperative fa

agficultural output in Time 2 (1900). Ag

used as a control variable. Second, mea

and trade in non-metal goods (two Indic

to both textile production and tobacco

control variables.

oie 8). No capital

1 productioi. By most

ring the 1880-1900 period.

ittle machinery, other than if

le output was available for

one for Itscienda, and one or

e (alpha.84). A direct asure

eported. Finally, the measure

or of tobacco manuICturing

c-activity

e sectors.

control variables were

In agricuUure, the

was highly related

icultuell output in 1878\\was also

urea of the value of minersal exports

tors, alpha.86) were highly\related

related manufacturing, offering\valid

Finally, several school Inv stment and quility measures were narrowed

down to two composites. A compost of local educational resources was built

from six indicators which related to school expenditures, ratio of student

attendance to enrollment, and availability of newspapers and libraries

.(alphs.79). This composite hasicafty tapped the level of municipal

la

commitment to schools and i )4tutions linked to literacy. A second composite

was related to the availabi ity\lf state and federal support of *Ahools, which
,

was independent of the first measure (alphaa.96). A direct mea. :e of

expenditures allocated per pupil to 1874 was also used. In addition, stet,
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,

1,
: .
1

. ......

'literacy rates were used as candidate variables (subject to,the minimum,
.

standard for entering regressions, p .10). The 1900 literacy figure was used

in production- function models, the,188b estimated rate for the panel-analyses./

Time 3 Ak925) and Time 4 (1945) Measures More complete figures oill/

economic activity and school investments were published for the post-1917

period: For the production-function equations the overall rate of formal

labor force. participation was also used in Time 4 (1940). Direct measures of

land cultivated wtth and frlical were. Bummed and used as an estimate of

land. Investment in irrigation was used as an indicator of capital in the

agricultural sector. In manufacturing, separate measures of total capital

investment and the value of factory machinery per capita were combined into a

composite (alpha- .88'). A direct measure of total capital invested in mines

was available for Time 4.

Agricultural output first was measured from the value of regionally
u

4

exported ma and friiol (alpha.7.99). Second; the value orlivestock produced
. :

and agricultural and commercial tax revenues shared cOnsiderable communality
4

and were combined into a composite measure of agricultural out

1phas.16). A direct measure of the value of mining.wai/utilized.

Manufacturing output was "measured from the value of-out, aggregate

!'
A industrial wages earned, sad state tax revenue levels (alpha -.92).

Finally, for the'panel-analyses, a composite economic control for

... .

fa

4

TiMe 3 (1925) for agriculture consisted of the reported value of rural and all

farms (alphas.88). In manufacturing, the composite included value-added to

all manufacturing and capital investment in.tobaceo factories (alpha -.97).

Finally, the value of exports, level of Ohaicipal taxes, and business tax

revenues were combined into a composite measure of urban-based economic

0

activity (alpba..86). This Time 3 control variable was matched with a Time 4

direct measure of value of export activity.
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' Measures of school investment an Quality were abund&nt for Timo.3

(1925). Principal-components factor analysis indicated some degree of

independence between the various measures. School investment measures

analyzed here fall into the following categoriei:

1. . 'Institution-Building: Relating to.overall expenditures, numbers of

schools constructed, and enrollment rates per capita.

2. Quality ilithin the .School: including measures of the student to

teacherorailo, pispils*.pessage rite on annual exams, and teacher

...saary levels.

, 3. Sector;Specifie /nvestment: Using separate measures of private,

technical or vocational, and rural school investment.

Findings Results for,the production-function models -- over the

1880-1900 period -'- are reported ii Table 4a. For the agriculturaL4sector,

the land variable is strongly significant in predictintiutput. Literacy

(1900) enters significantly and holds a positive effect on output. Usher,

levels Cf4itaie and, federal support of schools ill associatedwith lower.

agricultural output during this period. In mining, capital investment

strongly determined value of output. School investment had no impact. Within:

the manufacturing sector, levels of capital investment contributed

substantially to output. Fbr textile manufacturing, literacy shows'a negatiire

effect,: 'In the mote urban -centered tobacco industry, expenditures par
student

Increased output.

Table 4b reports findingA for the panel models during. this same eisk.

In each sector, the Time 1 controls eoterpd.significantly, especially within

the textile and uobacco elemInts'of manufacturing. In agriculture,

expenditures per pupil boosted output over the 1880-1900 era.' The 1880

literacy rate appears to have had a positive influence on-textile.output yet

a negative effect ontobacco manufacturing. On the other hand, the negative

'26
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influence of literacy occurs in the equation after partialing out the positive

effect of local educational resources.

Findings for the'1925 -1940 period are reporfqAd in Tables Sa and Sb.

.
The production-fuiction models show that capital investment significantly

affects output in each regression, except for the agrarian commerce output

measure (where labor participaticin significantly skaters). Higher levels of

school investment and quality appear to positively boost output with the

exception of the mining sector where private and rural school commitments

lowered mining output. polder investment in schoolanspectors also seems to

have depressed agricultural growth in thislost-revolution period.

Table 5b illustrates findings for the corresponding panel-analyses.

At least one of the Time 3 (1925) economic controls enters strongly for each

economic sector. In'agriculture, federal school expenditures positively

boosted output. Sector-specific investments, in both private and technical

schools, were negatively related to rural proluction (note that the private

school variable is ratio of residents to private primary schools). The

composite school quality measurelower student/teacher ratios and higher

attendance rates -- increased export and trade activity. Sere too, enrollment

in technical schools diminished trade activity over this period.

Discqssion Future Work These fi;dings suggest that the level of

school investment and the character of that investment historically influenced,

Mexico's economic output, at least within agricultural and manufacturing

sectors. These patterns of influence differ somewhat between the two eras and

the effects may not always be positive. For example, the level of school

investment from central state and federal governments prior to the revolution

apposes to have been negatively associated with agricultural growth. This may

have been due to the urban focus of schools during this time. State and

federal funding may simply have reinforced, municipal governments' emphasis o

27
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imp oving schools in trading centers. And the local autho les were, after'

all the major backers of schools at this point. After 1917 school investment

-- now focusing on rT1 development -- held a positive influence on

agricultural output. Two exceptions are important to note. Investment in

technical schools and government inspection appear to be negatively related to

output. Yet the number of primary schools per capita, teacher salary levels,

and total federal expenditure* for education all appear to exert a positive

Influence on agrarian outpUt after controlling on states' wealth, capital

Investment, and land under cultivation. These findings appear for both the

production-function and the panel-analysis models.

The contribution of school investment and quality to manufacturing

output is less clear. First, conflicting positive and negative effects of

literacy were observed prior to 1917 on textile output between the

production-function model (using a direct .
ital investment control and the

1900 literacy rate) and the panel-analysis model (where Time 1 economic

.
activity controls and the 1880 literacy rate were entered). These'contrastibt

effects may be due to the different control measures or due to a change in

literacy patterts between 1 80-1900. Further uork is needed to. sort this

out. One possibility, h r, is that increased, literacy drove. up wages in

.

textiles as modern sector jobs rapidly expanded for a.fledgling middle-class

during the late 18th century. Evidence doei indicate that during this period

the proportion of women textile workers rose from about 30 to SO percent over

this period, indicating changing labor demand patterns and perhaps a shift

toward higher paying occupations for men (Chaves Orozco, 1937; Gonzalez

Navarro, 1970). After 1917, school investment mad quality (especially low

class size and high student performance, Table Se) appear to have raised

aggregate manufacturing output. The strength of this production-function

equation is evidenced by the fact that all three production inputs affected

'28



output when entered as "controls" prior to school investment measures. This

more consistent'effect may be due to a higher rate of return on education when

Mexico's industrial sector boomed prior to and during World War II (Reynolds,

19.70a). This positive effect may have been an unintended consequence of rural

school investment interacting with urban migration during this period of

economic growth.

Nor* thought should be given to the structure of school quality,

particularly after 1917 when dlierse measures become available. Our approach

here has been to move beyond global measures of school attainment or

expenditures per pupil, used in past economic growth an& school quality

research. Our initial investigation of the factor structure'of school

investment and quality yielded a variety of somewhat independent dimensions.

Future wort would reduce available measures into clearer indicators pf school

q'investment quantity andschool quality.

In addition, the patterns discovered here should be examined in the

post-1945 period. Rapid growth in Mexico continued into the 1950's. Some

observers feel that post-revolution investments in education even more dearly

came to fruition during this time. We also hops to move this analysis toward

looking at WI investment and economic growth wtthin local economies.

School attainment and economic data exist for Mexican municipios from 1900.

'Analysis of these 4ata may yield a more fine-grained picture of whether and

the extent to which school investments have helped shape Mexico's economic

growth.

S
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Table 1
School Growth in Mexico. 1843-1940

sl
18431 1875 1888-932 1925-283 1936-404

Number. of primary schools 5,240- 8,103 9,039 16,692 22,205

Municipal - (9,751) (4,755) 8,831.

(state)

State/federal (4,284) (3,943) 13,374
(federal)

Private /church (2,017) (2,998)

.

School expenditures' (millions of pesos) 2.8 3.3 45.0 106.3

(190711.3)

MUnicilial (1.0) .

.

(3.6) (2.7)

State/federal (9.4) , (41.4) (103.6)

Private . (1.2)

Annual School Expenditures per Student (pesos)

Public 5.4 9.6 '1.1 53.0

Private 24.0

Literacy rate 142-18Z 13% 42%

SOurces: 1. Data for 184 -am& 1875 are from Dias Covarrubias (1875), Ortiz (1939).

2. Cuba (1893), Ce4cott (1931), authors' analysis, Note 2.
3. Vaughan (1982), Stanley (1948), and Note 2.

4. Stanley A1948), Note 2. All literacy data from (1970).

Note: All expenditure data are in current dollars. Between 1877-1900, the

peso's value declined by 86 percent against the U.S .1 dollar (Sollano Ramos,

1961). From 1900 to 1920, absolute inflation in Mexico (not pegged to the

U.S. dollar) rose by21.6 percent. .Between 1920-1940 'the peso's value

actually gained 2.5 percent (Wilkie, 1970).
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Table .2

Mexico's Economic Structure:
Size of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Compepents & Labor Market Sectors i 1900-1940

1900 1930 1940

GDP Employment_ GDP Employment _GDP

Total 100.02 100.0X 100.0X 100.0% 100.0%

Agrigulture 1 29.9 65.9 23.7 70.2 23.0

Crop production
Livestock

(14.3)

(15.6)

(13.1)
(10.6) ,

(12.6)

(10.4)

Manufacturing 13.2 14.4 16.7 13.4 18.0
'Mining 6.4 2.2 9.8 1.0 5.6

Transportason 3.1 2.8 5.3

Other 47.4 17.4 . 47.0 15.4 '48.1

Employment

100.0%

6.4

10.9
1.8

21.9

1. Wilkie (1970) reports an overall decline in the agricultural employment sector from 68.3
percent to 63.4 percent between 1910-1940. Yet the size ofrural labor force participation as a'
proportion of all active workers grew from 61.9 percent to 71.4 percent between 1900-1930, then
dropped closer tr WAlkie's reported level by 1940 (Reynolds, 1970a).

Table 2b

Annual Growth Rates of Mexico's,Economic Sectors, 1900-1940

1900-10

Cross domeitic product 3.32

Population 1.1

Real per capita GDP 2.2

Agricultural production 1.0

Manufacturing 3.6

Mining & petroleum 7.2

Total exports 4.5

Total imports 1.3

1910-25 '1925-40

Sources: Reynolds (1970a, 1970b)

2.52

0.1

2.4

0.1

.1.7

5.6

3.9

3.1

46%
1.6

0.0

2.7

4.3
-1.9

-1.4

-3.5



'! Table 3

Contrasts Between Mexican States with Hi h versus Low School Investment Levels (1)

States with High States with Low
School Investment School Investment

(Means) (Means)

Education Features, 1880-88
44,

School expenditures for instruction per capita

--1Whmnircy-rater--4--
Proportion all residents enrolled in school
Number residents per municipal

supported school
Number residents per state and federal ./

supported school
Number student! enrolled per teacher
Proportion students presented year-end exams
Number residents per published newspaper

Economic Features, 1900-10

Percent population living in towns 2,5002 572 792

Value of agricultural output per capita 10.3 pesos 9.8 pesos

Value of mining output per capita 9.3 pesos 4.0 pesos.

Value of textile production per capita 340 pesos 4.3 pesos

Volume of cigarette production per capita 51 cigs. 12 cigs.

State government revenues per capita 1.7 pesos 1.2 pesos

.51 peso .16 peso

62

5.6% 3.32

1,420 1,969

24,482 18,204

113 47

442 662
29,906 96,441

1. High schoo nvestment states include, the Federal District, Veracruz, Sonorao Chihuahua,

-Jalisco, Nue Leon, and Morelos. Low school investment states include, Guerrero, Chiapas,

Oaxaca,' Michoacan, Tlaxcala, Queretero, and Durango. ,Selection of states based on reports by

Wilson, (1941), Vaughan (1982), and our own data analysis.

2. Reported for 1910 by Wilkie (1970).

Sources: Authors' analysis, dote 2.
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Table 4a
Influence of School Invesnients on Economic Output, 1874-1900

Production Function Models (1)

Economic Output

1900

School Investments (1880)

Labor Cultivated Local State/Fed Expenditures Literacy

Capital Participation Land Estimate Commitment Resources Per Student 1900

R-Square

_.

Agriculture 1.10 .95*** G -.51* .85** 98%

(1.93) (.03) (.27) (.33)

Mining .22*** .92 .01 40%

(.06) (.83) (.01)

Manufacturing
Textiles 1.89** *. -.78 .02

* -.83* 96%

(.08) (2.72) (.04) (.44)

Tobacco Manf. .42*** .15 .02 1.18** 55%

(.09) (.88) (.01) (.56)
/

Table 4b
Influence of School Investments on Economic Growth, 1880-1900

Panel Analysis Models (1)

School Investments (1880)

Economic Output Time 1 (1880) Local State/Fed Expenditures Literacy R- Square

1900 Economic Control(s)- Commitment Resources Per Student 1880

Ejidos Ag Output (1878)

AgriCulture -5.06* .54

(2.99) (2.12)

4.11***

tr.26)

38%

Manufacturing
Non-Metal Trade Metal Exports

Textiles -19.82*** 1.10* 36.02* 54%

(3.98) (.64) (18.38)

Tobacco M?nf. - 1.04*** .13** 1.12*** - 5.32* 56%

(.38) (.06) (.22) (2.21)

33 1. Unstandardixed betas and standard errors are reported. each model used logged values.

*** 01001 **i4005 * p100
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Influence

Table 5a
of School Irmatment on Sermonic Output, 196 -1945

Production Function Model* (1)

Economic Output (1945)
Agriculture Mining Manufacturing

Crop Production Ag Commerce

Kronilmie Factors, 1940-45
*

Capitol . -.07**
(.03)

Land cultivated -.14***
(.04)

Labor participation -.67
(1.61)

-.01
(.03)

-.02
(.04)

9.32**(4.59)

.011***
(.002)

(. :11:7)

-.t;3

(.15)

1

.$7***

(.00)

-.09***

(.02)

(124.1117

School Investment Measures, 1925-211

Ratio Reboot inspectors -17.50***

to primary schools (5.33)
ti

Salary expenditures per .49***

Weer*, school toscheri (.12)

Federal expenditures per .47**

student and per capita (.20)

__literacy rate, 1940 1.67***
(2.41)

.Proportion school-age children
enrolled in private primaries

Ratio of rotas schools to
rural school-age children

PtioporCon school-sp. children
00..01104 in federal primaries

Stinll rhos nice/student pass rote

(eompositp)

11- Square

31.62***

15.63)

1.72***

(.49)

592 612 522 972

I. Hostandsrdisoll betas and atandard errors reported. All variables reported are for logged

values. ***114,..01 **/vON * p.10
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Table
Influence of School Investments 40... Economic Growth, 1925-1945

Panel Analysis Models (1)

Economic Output by Sector. (1945)

Ag/Crop Production Mining Manufacturing

Time 1-(1925)
Economic Control(s)

Farm Value
.41***

(.14)

6

Exports /Muni Tax Value Textile Output
.01** -.3

(.005) (43.6)

Value-Added Manf.
.69**

(.32)

Export Activity

Exports /Muni Tax.
.08***

(.01)

Value-Added Manf.

.04**

.02)

School Investment Measures, 1925-28

Federal expenditures

Residents per private
primary school

Enrollment rate in
federal technical
school

.36***

(.12)

.0001***
(.00004)

-6.69*
(3.40)

Students enrolled per
federal primary school

Ratio of students )o teachers,
all primary schools

R-Square 531 142 16%

=.60***
(.19)

2.86**

(.62)

-.06***
(.02)

85%

G/3
1. Unstandardized betas and standard errors reppited. All variables reported are for logged

values with one exception. The regression run for agricultural crop out is for raw per capita

values, given the weakness of the Time 1 economic control variable when all values were logged.

*** p< .01 p (.05 * p 4:.10



Kau
1. Barnhouse-Walters & Rubinson's findings are

point out. Their regression models for the early U.

at times not stabXe where the measure of capital too

coefficient. Unitable or weak effects for some cold

were apparent for a small subset of models we tested

These equations were subsequently dropped.

14.

not conclusive as they
. industrial period were
on a negative

al investment indicators
pertaining to Mexico.

2. s' Following are the primary sources of data.

a. Population, occupational, social, and 1 teracy data from

decennial census documents:

Direction General de Estadistica, Milt°, D.P. t

(1900-07) SegundoCenso de Poblaci6n, 1900 (Bola. 1-21)

(1918) Tercet Censo de.Poblacien, 1910 (Vols. 1-30)

(1932) Quint° Censo de Poblacien, 1930 (Vols. 1-32)

(1943) Sezto Censo de PoblaciOn, 1940 (Vols. 1-30)

Departsaento de Estadistica, MAzico, D.F.: Talleres Grine*, de la !laden

(192S) Cuarto Censo General de Poblacidn, 1021 (VOls. 1-31)

Secretaria de Programation y Presupuesto (1982) Decimo Censo General de

Pablacien y Vivienda, 1980: Resolutados Preliminares Nivel y pot MA* '

Federative. Mexico,. D.F.

b. School data:

.1

Direction General de Estadistica (1896) Sstadistica General de la Republics

Mexicana, 1884 -1896. (Vols. 1-10) Mexico, DJ*

Gobierno de Mexico (1888)- Boletin Semestral de la Estadistica. Mexico, D.F:

Pehafiel, A. (1901) Anuario Esudistits de la Rep6blica Mexicana, 1900.

Mexico, D.F.: Otitis* Tipogrifico de la Secretaria de Fomento.

Secretaria de Instruction Publics y Belles Artes (1909) Boletin de Instruction

Publics. Mexico, D.F..: Tipografis Economics.

Secretaria de Instruction Publics y Belles Artes (1911) Boletin de Instruction

Publics. Mexico, D.F: Imprints de Stephan y TOrres.

Secretaria
D.F.

Secretaria
Publics de

Secretaria
Public' de

de Sducacien Mlles (1926) Boletin de Instruction Malice. Mexico

de Educacan Mlles (1927) Moticis Estadistica Sobre is Uncacien

Mexico, 1925., Mexico, D.F.: Talleres Graficos de la Nation.

de Education Mains (1929) flatlets Estadistica Sobre la Education

N8xicv, 1927. Mexico, D.P.: Talleres Orifices de la Nation.
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c. Economic data:

Bust°, R. (1880) Estadistica de.la Repdblica Nexicana. Mexico, D.F.:

Imprenta de Ignacio Complied°.

(1888-89) Estadistica de is Repdblica NexicanatAos. 1 & 2.

Oficina Tipogrifico do it Secretaria de Fomaato.

(1912) Anuario Estadistici de it Repdblkta Mexicana, 1907.

Oficina Tipogrifico de is Secirjeti de Fomento.

Penafiel, A.
Neste°, D.P.:

Pelletal, A.
Nalco, D.F.:

Secretaria de Estado y del Despacho de Hacienda, Credit° Pdblico y.Comercio

(1913) Anuario de Estadistica Fiscal. Nalco, D.P.: Tipogrifico di-Is--

Oficina Impresora de Zstampillas.

Departamento de it Estadistica Nacional (1926) Anuario Estadistico: Canso y

Demografia, Vida Econ6mica.y Vida Social y Moral, Vol.'II. D.F.:

?snores Graficos do it Nation.

Departamento de la Estadistica Nacional (1930) Anuario Estadistico: Commie

y Navegaci6n. Mexico, D.F.: Talleres Graficos de it NaciOn.

Departamento de la Estadistica Nacional (1932) Anuario de 1930, No. 16.

Tallpres Grificos do it Secretaria de Agricultura y Fomento.

Secretaria de is Economia Nacional, Direction General de Estadistica (1939)

Apuario Estadistico. Mexico, D.F.: Talleres Grificos de la Nation.

Secretaria de it Economia Nacional, DirecciOn General de Estadistica (1943)

Anuario Estadistico de los Estados Unidos Nexicanos. Mexico, D.P.: Direction

General de Estadistica.

3. A private' association, La Commie Lancasterao operated schools

v.:cording to Lancasterian ideals advocated in Europe. The emphasis on strict

order and rote instruction blended well with tesciabg the church catechism.

These schools were later absorbed by municipal ochool authorites, and provided

a transition between religious and secular institutions in both content and

method. At the end of the 19th century Lancasterian schools were outlawed as

remnants of a non-modern, constraining social order of the past (Barranco,

1915).

4. The struggle within schools to appear modern at times took rather

awkward turns. One school textbook, urged on municipal schools by the federal

government, included instruction in how to celebrate the U.S. holiday of

Thanksgiving (Secretaria, 1905).

S. Rising school appropriations reflected a substantial shift in federal

social policies. Between 1920-1927 the annual btdget for national defense

declined by,40 percent, 124 to 76 million pesos (Calcott, 1931). Between

1920-194S, fideral budget appropriations increased from 25.7 to 105.6 (1950

constant) pesos per capita (Wilkie, 1970).

Increasing federal support of Mexican schools bas continued. The

federal share currently stands at 70 percent of all funding. State

governments provide 22 percent of all funding, and private sources (e.g.,
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industrial and agricultural company schools) cover the remaining eight pe4cent

(Neumann b Cunningham, 1982).

6. Recurrent efforts by Latin American governments (state and federal)

to encourage cooperative action and attitudes are explored by Van Young (1984)

in the Guadalajara region N
and Bak (1983) in Brazil.

7. the early 1880's Mexico's annual agricultural production was

comprised of the following major crops: eLli (US$112 million), wheat ($17

million), sugar ($9 million), lai22, or beans ($8 million), cotton ($7

million), coffee ($2.6 million), tobacco ($2.0 million).

8. This composite measure of tobacco manufacturing and concentration of

landlords is a valid indicator of urban-centered capital accumulation in

19001 The correlation between this compesiti and the proportion of residents

living in towns of 2,600 or less equals -.67 (p .001). However, by 1940 the

correlation between manufacturing output and this rural measure equals, -.33

(p .06).

This work was largely Supported by the World Sank. We especially

want to thank Steve Menem who has provided moral and financial support.

Early comments by staff at the Bank aided our analysis. Conversation and

correspondence with Susan Holloway, William Johnson, Aaron Benavot, Pamela

tarabouse-Walters, John Meyer, and Jerald Hag, have helped to refine our ideas

and spark new areas of inquiry. The Institute for the Study of Exceptional

Children and Youth, University of Maryland, and the Education Department of

.
the Baltimore County campus at Maryland assisted with computing and clerical

support. Initial findings ware reported at the American Educational Research

Association, New Orleans 1984.
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